
Subject Matter 
Expert Consulting

Want to hear more about Absence Navigator or our other  
absence management services? Contact our Total Absence Management 
team at tam@tpgrp.com.

(800) 722-6339thepartnersgroup.com tam@tpgrp.com

WHAT IS ABSENCE 
NAVIGATOR?

STRENGTHEN COMPLIANCE TODAY
Your purchase of Absence Navigator includes access to a bundle of six easy-to-use compliance 
strengthening and time-saving tools.

Absence Navigator gives 
you all the tools you 
need to manage leave 
of absence programs 
effectively while 
maintaining complex 
regulatory compliance 
rules imposed by federal 
and state leave laws.  

Whether you need 
help working through a 
complex employee leave 
scenario, require a more 
effective leave tracking 
tool, want to create a 
stronger Manager Leave 
and ADA training program, 
or are interested in more 
information on any given 
leave or disability law, 
our absence experts are 
here to support you. See more details about each tool on back.

Leave Genius 
Pro Subscription

Complimentary One-Year 
DMEC Membership

FMLA & ADA Training 
for Managers

LOA + ADA Letters Suite  
& Workflows

Regular Compliance Updates 
& Webinar Series

ABSENCE NAVIGATOR
A TOTAL ABSENCE MANAGEMENT PRODUCT OF THE PARTNERS GROUP

Looking to improve your leave management processes, 
stay compliant, and save time and money?

Absence Navigator is the answer to leave and absence management. 
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(800) 722-6339thepartnersgroup.com tam@tpgrp.com

Leave Genius Pro Subscription 
Leave Genius Pro is an intuitive, cloud-based web application 
designed to help clients make the right decisions when faced 
with a leave request. It stays up to date with more than 500 
federal, state, and local leave laws. The system will automatically 
determine which policies an employee is eligible for, generates 
all regulatory forms you need to send to the employee, and 
tracks their entitlement balances until they return to work.  
All of your employees’ leave requests and case details are 
securely stored in a centralized location. Leave Genius Pro 
saves you time and money and strengthens compliance. 

LOA + ADA Letters Suite & Workflows 
Employers strive for a consistent and compliant Leave  
and ADA administration process, but how do you get 
there? We’ll provide the foundation with our suite of 
letters, workflows, and ADA tracking tool for workplace 
accommodations that will guide you through the process.

FMLA & ADA Training for Managers 
Managers are the front line for employees and frequently the 
reason companies are exposed to unnecessary litigation (and 
settlements). Deploy this ready-to-use online program to train 
your managers in their role in the absence and disability process.

Complimentary One-Year DMEC Membership 
The Disability Management Employer Coalition (DMEC) is the 
industry standard for education on absence and disability.  
They offer conferences, online tools, and frequent webinars about 
maintaining legally compliant programs as well as strategies and 
materials on minimizing lost work time and improving workforce 
productivity. (Not available for current members.)

Subject Matter Expert (SME) Consulting
Take the opportunity to run both the mundane and challenging 
Leave and ADA scenarios by our team of experts who will ease 
the burden and serve as a sounding board for problem-solving. 
Take comfort knowing help is just a phone call away. 

Regular Compliance Updates & Webinar Series 
The leave and disability environments are changing at a 
whirlwind pace. Our regular compliance updates and quarterly 
newsletter will be a one-stop shop for the most significant  
case law developments, legislation, and regulatory changes.

ABSENCE NAVIGATOR
A Total Absence Management Product of The Partners Group

Leave Genius Pro makes leave management simple and effective.


